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We show that in the deterministic comparison model for parallel computation, p=n 
processors can select the kth smallest item from a set of n numbers in O(log log n) parallel 
time. With this result all comparison tasks (selection, merging, sorting) now have upper and 
lower bounds of the same order in both random and deterministic models. This optimal time 
bound holds even if p = o(n). 0 1989 Academic press, hc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of parallel algorithms is important from both practical and theoretical 
points of view. It provides a context in which one may identify the difficult com- 
putational problems and a framework within which we may understand inherent 
similarities and differences between tasks. 
Comparison problems (selecting, sorting, and merging) are an interesting group 
of tasks, partly because they are so well understood in serial models. Given a set 
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s= {a,, . ..) a,} write py = 1 {a,: aj 6 y }) for the rank of y E S and aci, for the rank i 
element: thus pa,,, = i. Selection involves finding the rank k element, uckJ, given k. 
The easy cases are extreme selection where k = 1 or k = n, and the hard case is the 
median, where k = [n/2]. Sorting is a complete selection whereby each a(,) must be 
determined; merging cannot be more difficult than sorting. 
Valiant [lo] introduced the parallel computation tree (PCT) model for studying 
these tasks where only the cost of making comparisons is considered. There are p 
processors. On any “step,” they may each make one of the (‘1) possible binary com- 
parisons, not necessarily all different. The complexity measure is the number of 
steps taken to complete the task. There is also a randomized extension where, in 
each parallel step, a probability distribution is used to decide which comparisons 
the p processors will make, and complexity is the expected number of steps. 
Although it is not possible to actually perform these tasks without exchanging the 
results of the comparisons, deciding what to do on the next step, and possibly 
doing some arithmetic, lower bounds in comparison complexity carry over to more 
realistic models. And while upper bounds probably will not extend, they still may 
be informative when comparing different tasks and may suggest algorithms that will 
be efficient, even in terms of more realistic complexity measures. For example, Cole 
(personal communication) recently gave an optimal PRAM selection algorithm 
that was related to his PCT algorithm [4]. 
The paper of GerCb-Graus and Krizanc [6] contains a survey of the best com- 
plexity results for comparison problems when the number of processors is n. In the 
deterministic case, Valiant [lo] gave upper and lower bounds of log log n for 
extremal selection and also showed how to merge two sorted lists of total size n in 
O(log log n) parallel steps. Borodin and Hopcroft [3] later proved that log log n 
steps are necessary for merging. The log n depth sorting network of Ajtai, Komlbs, 
and Szemeredi [ 1 ] implies that log n is both an upper and lower bound for sorting 
in this model becaue the PCT is more powerful than a network. In the randomized 
case, there is a constant time upper and lower bound for the complexity of selecting 
any rank [9], a log log n upper and lower bound (see [6] for this new result) for 
merging, and a log n upper and lower bound for sorting. 
Deterministic parallel median finding-or equivalently, the problem of selecting 
the rank k item for a given k-is the only comparison problem where upper and 
lower bounds do not coincide. Valiant’s extremal selection result [lo] implies that 
log log n parallel steps are necessary for the median. The sorting complexity of log n 
steps provided the best upper bound until Cole and Yap [4] gave an explicit 
algorithm to find the median quickly; it does general selection in O((log log n)*) 
parallel steps. 
The Cole-Yap algorithm recursively calls a procedure APPROX(j, V) which 
returns x = uu), the $h smallest number in I’= {u,, . . . . urn}. If m < &, APPROX 
sorts I’ in 1 parallel step and returns x. Otherwise it takes some parallel steps, n 
comparisons per step, to produce two approximations to x, 1 and r, 1, r E V, 
1 <x< r. U(1) additional parallel steps can now find the rank p, of 1 in V and 
the subset T= {U E V: I< u < r}. The algorithm now continues by calling 
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APPROX(J’+ 1 - p,, T), a recursion whose control structure is reminiscent of the 
O(n) time serial median finding algorithm [2]. 
Let so = {a, ) . ..) a,} and k be given. Starting with APPROX(k, S,), the algorithm 
will generate successive recursive calls on subsets S, 1 Sz 1 . . . and produce 
approximations I, < l2 < . . . and r, > rz 2 . . . , where subscripts denote the level in 
the recursion. It is a property of APPROX(J’,, Si) that 
P, ~+,-iiW”‘/(4J;;) 
ji-pI,+, l < lsil 3’2/(4 J;;) 
so that 
Isi+11 =Pr,+l-P/,+1 
d ISil 3’2/(2 J;;,. 
(1) 
(2) 
This implies that 
ISil < n/2” (3) 
for some t > 1 so that i= O(log log n) recursive calls to APPROX force JSJ <n”*. 
At level i of the recursion, APPROX carries out a clever computation to generate 
the approximations li+ 1 and ri+ , that satisfy (1). The cost is O(log log n) steps. 
Since there are O(log log n) levels, the comparison complexity of APPROX is 
O((log log n)2). 
Even before a fast parallel median algorithm was known, Valiant conjectured 
that his lower bound of log log n could be increased. Cole and Yap [4] agreed: they 
suggested that their O((log log n)‘) upper bound might be optimal because the 
recursive calls are inherently sequential. The inference is that the approximations I 
and r generated on each level of the recursion actually require O(log log n) steps. 
It may be true that the Cole-Yap bound is optimal for algorithms that cannot 
use transitivity. However, if comparisons are made in an effective way, transitivity 
really helps in producing the statement mentioned in the title: Indeed, once Si is 
small enough, O( 1) parallel steps are sufficient to obtain Si+ , satisfying (3). It takes 
i = O(log log n) preprocessing steps to ensure that Si is small enough, so that a total 
of O(log log n) steps suffice. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We have p processors and a set S,, = {al, . . . . a,}. For now, we take p = n. Given 
k, we seek ackj. Suppose we have reduced the problem to a subset 
v= {u,, . . . . v,} c So such that ucj) = Q). On any step the processors will perform n 
comparisons according to an undirected graph G in the natural way: G has vertices 
ul, . . . . v, and n of the possible ( y) edges. Elements u and v are compared only if G 
has an edge between them. We will write N, for the neighbors of XE V and, for 
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UC v, Jlr(U)=U,,. (N,: x E U} for the neighbors of vertices in U. The graph G 
that is used in the current step is obtained FREE of comparison cost. 
The n comparisons induce a relation R on Vx V, where uRo if G has an edge 
joining u with v and u < v; also uRu. The transitive closure of R is the partial order 
axon Vunderwhichu6,vonlyifthereisapathu<u,< . ..<v.<ufromutov 
through a sequence of ordered vertices. Using <G we bound the rank function p 
with the lower approximation 
and the upper approximation 
Clearly p- dpdp+, and the more information G gives about vi, the smaller 
PiyP,. In the PCT model one step is used to make the n comparisons described 
by G. Thereafter, 6 G, p -, and p + are available with no extra comparison cost. 
We take G to be an appropriate expander graph with vertices V= (v,, . . . . u,} 
and n edges. If m/n is small enough, the upper and lower approximations are quite 
accurate for most elements of V and we can pinpoint I and I that satisfy ( 1) in 0( 1) 
steps. 
Let numbers A > 1 and a be given, aA < 1. We say that G is an (A, a)-expander if, 
for all T E V with 1 TI 6 am, I.M( T)I > A) TI. G is a weak (A, a)-expander if, for all 
TS I/ with 1 TI 2 am, I&-( T)l 2 Aam. Since N(T) is monotone, expanders are weak 
expanders. Also if ct = l/( A + 1 ), weak (A, a)-expanders force each pair of sets of 
size > ma to have at least one edge between them. Finally if T, U E V, G is an 
(A, a)-expander from T+ U if for all XG T with 1x1 <~lUl, IJ”(.X)n UI > AIXI. 
The following statement shows that expansion in weak (A, a)-expander graphs is 
almost uniform, and is of independent interest. 
EXPANDER LEMMA. Let A > B > 1 and a, /3 be given, uA < 1, /3B < 1, write 
c=[l-u.(A-B)]/(l-j?B) 
and suppose that G is a weak (A, a)-expander. Given any large U E V, 1171 2 cm, we 
can find a small T E V, I TI < am, such that G is a (B, &-expander from V\T + U. 
Proof: Given U, I UI 2 cm, we show how to produce the required exceptional set 
T. Write 
d=(IUI--m(l-aA))/B 
and note that as a consequence of 1 UI 2 cm, d > am + /?I UI 2 am. Let T be a 
maximal set in V such that 
ITI <d (i) 
IN(T)n UI < BITI. (ii) 
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T must be small (1 T1 < am) since otherwise, using the fact that G is a weak (A, a)- 
expander, 1X( T)I > Aam. Therefore IN(T) n UI > ( UI - m( 1 - aA) = dB > BI TI, by 
(i), but this violates (ii). 
To show G is a (B, /I)-expander from V\T + U, take Wr V\T with I WI <flIUl; 
we must establish that IJV( W) n U( > BI WI holds. If not, X= WV T has size 
IX(=IWI+IT1<PIUl+am~d. Also IN(X)nUl<IN(W)nUJ+I.M(T)nUI< 
B( WI + B(T) = B(XI, and these two statements contradict the maximality of T. 1 
3. THE RFMJLT 
We first describe a procedure SELECT(J’, V) which, given V= {ui, . . . . urn}, will 
return vu). It makes comparisons according to an expander graph G with n edges; 
this is one step. The lemma below states that with 0( 1) more steps one can identify 
elements 1, r E V that satisfy 
pr - pr < 40(m log n)*/n. 
(4) 
Now, with another 2 parallel steps we can determine the subset 
V’ = (~4 E V: I < u < Y} and pI. Clearly au) is the rank j + 1 - pI element of I/‘; the 
algorithm now continues recursively with SELECT(J’+ 1 - p,, V’). 
By (4), ) I”[ 6 401 Vl(log n)‘/(n/l VI). Therefore if I VI < n/(log n)1+6, V’ is smaller 
than 4O)Vl/(log n) . *’ At this rate of shrinking, O(log log n) recursive calls to 
SELECT, forces the current set I” to have size at most A, and now I/’ can be sor- 
ted in one further step. Each call to SELECT uses O(1) steps, so SELECT(j, V) 
will find utj) in O(log log n) steps if, for example, I VI < n/(log n)‘. 
At the start we are given So = {a,, . . . . a,} and an integer k. To be able to use 
SELECT to find uck), we first shrink the problem down to one of size O(n/(log n)3). 
We preprocess So by running O(log log n) steps of the Ajtai, Komlos, and 
Szemeredi (AKS) sorting algorithm [l]. Let m = n/(log n)4. It is implicit in the 
argument in [l] that after O(log log n) steps we have a subset Tr S,, of size at 
most m such that 
In O(log log n) steps SELECT(m/2, T) will produce an element I= ftm,2) whose 
rank in So satisfies k - 2m < pI< k. An additional O(log log n) AKS steps gives 
another subset U of size m, &ths of whose elements have ranks within m of k + m. 
Using O(log log n) more steps, SELECT(mI2, U) returns an element r = u~~,~) with 
r > a(,, and pI -k < 2m. We now have elements I and r in S,, that sandwich ackJ and 
whose ranks differ by at most 4m, a quantity bounded by n/(log n)3 when log n 
exceeds 4. 
To complete the preprocessing, two extra steps now yield p, and 
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V= {xe S,: 16 x< r}, a set of size at most n/(log n)3 whose element of rank 
k + 1 -p, is the desired ack). We have expended O(log log n) steps in this 
preprocessing phase. SELECT(k + 1 -p,, V) may be invoked now to give uck) in a 
further O(log log n) steps. This proves the 
THEOREM. With p = n processors, the comparison complexity of finding the kth 
smallest element a(,) in S= {aI, . . . . a,} is O(log log n). 
One piece of the argument is missing. We must still show that on each level of the 
recursion, n comparisons may be made which can identify elements 1 and r that 
satisfy (4), and use only O(1) steps. The main result is the following 
LEMMA. Let G be a weak (A, a)-expander, a= l/(A + l), with vertices 
v= {VI, . . . . v,} and n edges. Given a rank j < m, there exist vertices 1 and r such that 
j-D<p;<p: <j 
j<p; <p,‘<j+D, 
where D = (20m log m)/A. We may find I and r in 0( 1) parallel steps. 
Proof: Suppose that the existence of 1 and r has already been established. Since 
p; and p: are freely available for all v E V, we can see which v E V satisfy both 
j-D < p; and p: <j using only two steps. We accept any good u as 1, An 
analogous procedure gives an r satisfying (5) and we have expended a total of four 
steps. 
We now make the existence argument for the case j = m/2, the general case being 
similar. Imagine the elements of V in sorted order and partitioned into adjacent, 
non-overlapping intervals I,, . . . . I, of size 
no more than 
intervals in all; Z, may be small. The element v~,,~) is in I,,,. 
Let q= r/2 - [D/(20)1 point to the rD/(2o)lth interval to the left of Z1,2. We 
show that there exists elements in Z, that satisfy the first inequality in (5). A similar 
argument (which we omit) guarantees the existence of r E V that satisfies the second 
inequality in (5). 
We will use the expander lemma with B = 2 and /I = f, so c = 5a. First, deleting 
subsets Ti E Zi of size at most am, we get intervals Z; = Zi\Ti of length at least 9am 
and G is a (2, i)-expander from Z; -+ &-, . Start with I,. Since it is of size cr > cm, 
there is a subset T2 E Z2 of size at most am such that G is a (2, +)-expander from 
Z2 \T2 + I,. Write I; = I,, I; = Z2 \ T,, and continue iterating to all i > 2. 
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For x E Z, write N, for its neighborhood in Z; _ i . Taking x E Zq, expansion implies 
that N, has size at least 2. For all u E N,, G has revealed that u < x. 
Write Ncz) = Jlr(N ) n I’ _ . If IN,.1 <am, expansion applies and shows that 
IN:*)1 > 2*. XBy transicvity, t 2, x for all 24 E N$*). 
Continuing, we write NV) for JV(N$- l)) A Zq-s. If IN:- I)[ < am, expansion 
implies that jN!$I 22” and using transitive closure, we know that U&.X for all 
UENC’. 
After at most s = [logram]] steps, IN!$l> ramI. Since G is a weak (A, a)-expan- 
der, IX(N!$)l > Aam = m( 1 - a). Therefore, except for a subset of size at most am, 
u <G x for all vertices u E Ii, i < q-s. We already showed u fG x for at least 2” 
vertices in Z,- s. Since lZil = (r, G’s n comparisons have revealed that 
p; 2 [q-s-l] o-am+2” 
2 [r/2-D/(2o)-logam] (r 
>m/2-D, 
the last line using e log am < D/2. Applying the same argument, but moving 
forward through the intervals Z, + i, i 2 0, p: <m/2 may also be verified for a point 
y E Z,. Actually both constructions hold for &., of the points in I,, so we may take 
x = y = 1. Now, with q = m/2 + rD/(2a)l, a replay of the previous argument ensures 
the existence of elements (let one be called r) in Z, whose ranks may be seen to lie 
between m/2 and m/2 + D. The lemma is proved. 1 
SELECT makes comparisons according to the n edges of a weak (A, a)-expander 
graph with m vertices, m < n/(log n)‘. If we take A = n/(m log n) and apply the 
lemma, D < 20(m log n)*)/ n, and since (5) guarantees that p,- p, < 20, (4) is seen 
to hold. 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
(1) The weak (A, a)-expander graphs used by SELECT have n edges, m vertices, 
m < n/(log n)3, and we set A = n/(m log n). Such graphs exist. In fact most graphs 
on vi, . . . . II, with n > cmA log A edges are weak (A, a)-expanders, a = l/(A + 1): If 
G is obtained by choosing n of the (‘;) edges at random, the probability that not all 
pairs of sets Ur and U2 of size at least am will have at least one edge between them 
+ 0 as rn+ co. With our choice of A, an using m <n/(log n)3, n/(mA log A) 
increases indefinitely with n. 
Margulis [S] explicitly constructed expanding graphs with a linear number of 
edges and later, Gabber and Galil [S] gave a method for constructing (A, a)- 
expanders with AKm edges, K about 20. In a recent paper [7], a construction is 
given for (A, a)-expanders that have cmA* edges. SELECT could also use these 
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deterministically constructed expanders, but then, A must be smaller than 
n/(m log n). However, O(loglog n) steps will still suffice, although the shrinking 
achieved by each call to SELECT will be slower than that implied by (4). 
(2) If the preprocessing is done with more care, the statement of the theorem 
remains true even if we have p = o(n) processors. For example, the argument in [ 1 ] 
implies that after T steps of the AKS sorting algorithm, p < n processors can idenify 
a subset U E S, of size at most m = n/(2”)“‘” such that 
I{UE U: Ip”-(k-ml <m}( B9m/lO. 
If we take p = n log log log n/log log n processors and T= O(log log n) steps, U has 
size m = n/(log log n). Therefore in O(log log n) steps, SELECT(mI2, U) will give an 
element I E U, 1 Q a+,, and pt 3 k - 2m. Another T steps of the network gives a set V 
of size at most m, whose elements satisfy 
I(OE V: Ip,--(k-m)1 <m}l 39lVlllO. 
In O(log log n) steps, SELECT(mI2, V) now identifies an element r a~(,, whose 
rank is less than k + 2m. In this way, O(log log n) preprocessing steps produce the 
set Z = {u E S,: 16 v 6 r} of size 4m = o(p). SELECT(k + 1 - p,, Z) will give a(,) 
and, because p > 121, the total cost is O(log log n). If we are given an integer K, this 
argument may be iterated K times to show that with as few as 
p = n logcK) n/log log n processors we can do the selection in time O(log log n), 
logcK) denoting the Kth iterated logarithm. 
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